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1. INTRODUCTION 
Set-valued functions are readily applicable to systems and control [7-93, 
mathematical economics (e.g., [2]), statistics (e.g., [ 1,4]) and numerical 
analysis error studies [5]. Actual observations may be multivalued in a 
natural way: attainable sets [7] and hypercubes containing theoretically 
exact values on a computer [S] are typical examples. A very practical and 
specific problem arises in studies in the petroleum industry, where data 
frequently occur in the form of inequalities (that is, as real intervals) as a 
consequence of conventional drilling practices [ 33. 
Development of multifunction theory has largely emphasised abstract 
formulations and has to some extent avoided numerical methods and direct 
processing of set-valued data. Traditional techniques concentrate on single- 
valued quantities, often extracted by selection theorems, for computational 
purposes. Typically, the observed sets themselves are not regarded as 
objects suitable for data processing, although recently multifunctions were 
directly used in a kriging estimator [lo]. 
In contexts where set-valued data occur in a natural manner, it is 
reasonable to ask whether such data can be directly processed: for example, 
to develop numerical techniques for constructing multifunction models 
which are a best lit to a body of set-valued observations. This note 
proposes methods of least squares fitting of such data for the case where 
each datum is a nonempty compact interval of the real line. 
Two models will be considered: (a) interval-valued output observed from 
interval-valued input and (b) interval-valued output resulting from exact 
real input. In both cases, a least squares lit of an affine function gives 
analogues of the traditional Normal Equations. 
The next section discusses a projection theorem analogue for positive 
cones of compact real intervals. Subsequent sections apply it to prove 
existence of best tits to the models for interval data. 
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2. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES 
Denote by X‘(P) the space of all nonempty compact convex subsets of 
R”. The Hausdorff metric 
d,(A, B) = max(sup d(a, B), sup d(h, A)) 
UEA htH 
gives .x(R”) the structure of a complete separable metric space 121. A real 
linear structure is defined in SC(R”) by A+B={~+~:uEA,~EB}, 
CA = (ta: a E A}. It is known that x(R”) can be embedded in a Banach 
space of support functions [ 1,6] and that an &-metric can be defined [4]. 
In particular, when n = 1, x(R) is the space of nonempty compact infer- 
vals of the form X= [X, x], &‘< X, and the linear structure forms part of 
interval arithmetic: [X, X] + [J’, F] = [X-t j’, X+ 91, tX= [tx, tx] if 
t > 0, tX= [CT, t&‘] if t < 0. The metric d, is that used for the discussion 
of finite convergence in [S]. It so happens that in x(R) the Lz-metric 
reduces to the especially simple form 
D(X, Y)” = (X- _y)* + (X- Y)*. 
The starting point for all that follows is the observation that d, and D are 
equivalent metrics in ,xX(R), and consequently (x(R), D) is a complete 
metric space. Let 9(R) denote the set of all positive compact intervals, that 
is, X>O. Then Y(R) is a cone in S”(R) and is a closed convex subset of 
SC(R) with respect to the topology induced by D. 
Let Y be a cone in 9(R) and let X= [$, X] E Y(R). Write elements of 
V as V= [_V, V]. If there exists a compact interval VO~ V such that for 
every V in Y 
(_v,-_v)(X-Y,)+(~o- V)(X- i;‘,)>O, 
then X is said to be V,-orthogonal to 9 ‘. 
(1) 
THEOREM 1. Let ^Y- be a closed cone in Y(R). For any X in Y(R) there 
is a unique compact interval V, in Y‘I:‘ such that D(X, V,) < D(X, V) for 
all V in Y. A necessary and sufficient condition that V, be the unique mini- 
mising interval in -Y is that X be V,-orthogonal to VP. 
Two lemmas facilitate the proof of the theorem. 
LEMMA 1. D(A, B)2 = 2D(A, X)‘+ 2D(X, B)* -4D(X, (A + B)/2)2. 
Proqf: 2(~-~)2+2(~-@)2=(&~)2+((~+~)-2&72, with a 
similar identity for upper barred quantities. Addition of the two gives the 
result. 
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LEMMA 2. Let Y be a closed cone in P(R) and X an arbitrary element 
of P(R). If there is an element V, in Y such that D(X, V,) <D(X, V) for 
all V in Y, then V, is unique. A necessary and sufficient condition that V, 
be a unique minimising interval in -Y is that X be V,,-orthogonal to Y. 
Proof. Suppose that for some V in V, (J’,, - _V)(X- _V,) + ( V0 - V) 
(x- vO) = --d2, 0 <6 < 1. Without loss of generality, suppose that 
D( V, V,) = 1, and consider V, = (1 - 6) V, + 6V. Note V, E Y by con- 
vexity. Now, 
D&Y, v, )2 = D(X, V,)Z + d2D( v, Vo)Z 
+26(X-_v,)(_v,-/)+26(X- Vo)(~‘,- P) 
= D(X, V,)‘- 62. 
So V, is not a minimising interval on V and so V,-orthogonality is 
necessary. If (1) is satisfied for all V in V, and V is any element in V 
distinct from VO, then 
D(X, V)” = D(X, V,)’ + D( vo, V)’ 
+2(_v,-_v)(X-Y0)+2(l70- P)(X- PO,, 
BD(X, v,)*+D(v,, V)’ 
>D(X VoJ2 
for V # VO, proving sufficiency. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Uniqueness and necessity/sufficiency of V,- 
orthogonality are consequences of the second lemma. It remains to show 
the existence of V,. If X is in V there is nothing to prove. So assume that 
X is not in V, and define 6 = inf{D(X, V): VE V}. Let {V,} be a sequence 
of intervals in V such that D(X, V,) -+ 6. By Lemma 1, 
D( v;, Vj,’ = 20( vi, X)’ + 2D(X, V,)’ - 40 
( w 
x, 
For all i, j, (Vi + V,)/2 is in Y because the cone Y is convex. Thus 
D(X,(Vi+ V,)/2)>6 and D(V,, Vj)2<2D(V,,X)2+2D(Vj,X)2-462 and 
D( Vi, V,) --f 0 as i, j + co. So { Vi} is a Cauchy sequence and since Y(R) 
is complete and Y closed, V, = lim V, is in ^Y-. 
COROLLARY 1. Let N be a positive integer and suppose that +f” is a 
closed cone in P(R)N. Denote by D, the metric on .P(R)N defined by 
DN( V, W)‘= 2 D( Vi, W;)2, V, WE P(R)N, 
i= 1 
409/147’S4 
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where V,, Wit 9( R), i = 1, 2, . . . . N, ure the components oj' V, W. Then jar 
any X in Y(R)N there is a unique N-oector VO in d‘ such thut 
DN(X, V,) d D,(X, V) ,for ull V in “f‘. 
Proof. The parallelogram-like law of Lemma 1 extends to D,V, so the 
existence of V, follows as in the theorem. Uniqueness comes from an 
argument similar to that of Lemma 2. 
3. INTERVAL INPUT/INTERVAL OUTPUT 
Suppose that data pairs (X,, Y,), i= 1, . . . . N, are received, where 
Xi= [Xi, X,], Yi= [Y,, F’;]. It is assumed throughout that 0 d Xi< X,, 
o< _yj< F,, i= 1, . ..) N, by a simple translation if necessary, and that X is 
the independent quantity. The afline function from .9’(R) to %X(R) defined 
by 
Y=a+bX, a,hER (2) 
is to be fitted to the data in the sense of best lit with respect o the D-metric 
(see problem (M) below). Here the real number a is identified with [a, a], 
and this embeds R in x(R). 
DEFINITION 1. Let X = [IX, X]. Define the centre of the interval 
x = c(X) and the spread 5 = sp(X) by x = (X + x)/2, 5 = (X- X)/2. Clearly 
x= [x-&x+5]. 
Note. To simplify notation, the symbol Cf(i) will be written 
throughout for Cy= i f(i), and summation will be always from 1 to N. 
DEFINITION 2. Given the data set Xi, Yj, i= 1, . . . . N, write xi = c(X,), 
yj = c(X,), and ti, vi as the spreads of Xi, Yi, respectively. Let i, j denote 
C xi/N, C y,/N. The data set is said to be tight if either 
C ((Xi-~.)(Yr--B)-SiYli)~o (3) 
or 
C((xj-~.)(Y,-~p)+5i?j)bo; (4) 
if (3) holds, say the data set is tight positive, and that it is tight negative 
if (4) is true. If, on the other hand, 
-c 4ivi <1 (xi- a)(y; - j) < c tirl;, (5) 
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the data are said to be widespread. Only data sets which are non- 
degenerate, with not all observations made at the same datum X, will be 
considered. 
Now consider the problem 
(M): minimise r(a, b) = 1 D(a + bX,, Yi)*. 
Two cases arise: if b >O, bXi= [bXi, bXj], whereas if b < 0, 
bX,= [bxi, bXi]. The linear structure in x(R)N consisting of all 
linear combinations of the two N-vectors 1 = (1, . . . . 1) and 
X = ([Xi, Xi], . . . . [&, X,]) consists of C, u C, where C, = 
(al+bX:aER,baO} and C-={ul+b(-X):mR,b>O), and 
C, n C- = RN (embedded in x(R)N). Both C,, C- are closed convex 
sets in Z(R)N. If a solution to (M) exists in C,, it is given by a +, b + 
which satisfy the system 
(S,) 
Nu+b 1 (&+xJ/2=~ (_Y,+ 9,)/2 (6) 
-- 
U 1 (J’i+X)+b 1 (Xf+Xf)=C (Xi_Yi+X,Yi) (7) 
because if b 2 0, D(u + bXi, Y,)’ = (U + b&‘i - Yi)’ + (U + bXi - Pi)*. On the 
other hand, if a solution to (M) exists in C-, (7) is replaced by 
(S-1 UC (Xi+Xi)+b C (Xt+8:)-C(~i:ii+Ri_Yi)=O, (8) 
with Eq. (6) unchanged, to give a ~, b _ . 
LEMMA 3. For any nondegenerate data set 
b, 3b-. (9) 
Proof The coefficient of 6, after substituting for a from (6), is the same 
for both (7) and (8), namely 2T2 =C ((xi-i)’ + <f) >O. The terms not 
involving b, collected on the right hand side of (7) are 
c (gi_ri+xiri - 1 (x Xi+~~)(~ Ii+ Yi)/2N 
~21 (XiYi+i,rli)--2(~XiCYi)~N, 
and so 
b+ =I ((Xz-i)(Yi- 9) + 5iri)lT’. (10) 
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b =c ((x-.f)(.)‘,- $1 -riv,)lT”~ (11) 
and h + - b = 2 C eitli/T2 3 0, with equality only if one or both intervals 
in each datum is an exact real number. 
THEOREM 2. The problem (M) has a unique solution if the nondegenerate 
data set is tight, given by (Sk) according to whether the data are tight 
positive or tight negative. 
Proof. By Theorem 1, solutions to (M) exist in each of the cones C,. 
Suppose that the data are tight positive. By (3), (1 l), and Lemma 3, 
b, 3b- 30. If b-20, then b_X=[b_X,b. X] and the system (S-) 
cannot arise as a solution to (M). The tight negative argument is very 
similar. 
Note. If a data set is widespread, there is not a unique solution to the 
least squares fitting problem. Instead, there is a solution in C, (b > 0) and 
a solution in C (b< 0). Clearly, in such circumstances, there must be 
some question as to whether the linear models are appropriate to model 
the observed phenomenon instead of some other phenomenological 
description. Alternatively, some sort of test of goodness- of-lit (see 
Section 5) could be used to distinguish between the solutions. Even with 
some such criterion, lack of uniqueness is undesirable, not least on 
aesthetic grounds. An example of a widespread data set is 
x, = cu4, 7/41 x2 = CL 31 x3 = c2,41, 
Y1 = [5/4, 1 l/4] Y,= [11/S, 35/8] Y, = [ 1 l/4, 23/4]. 
Here T2b+ = 279148, T2bp = -63148, where T2 = 73132, and there exist 
solutions to the least squares problem in both cones. As will be seen later, 
the lit in C, is significant while that in C is not (Section 5). 
A somewhat different condition than tightness is appropriate to lit the 
afline function 
Y=A +bX, (12) 
where A = [A, A], bE R. When A is a degenerate interval, (12) reduces 
to (2). 
Consider 
(MI): minimise c D( A + bXi, Y,)2. 
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Again there are two cases to consider, according to the sign of b. First, 
4 + , 2 + and b* satisfying 
NA+b 1 X,-c J’,=O (13) 
(SI+) NA+b 1 &I Fi=O (14) 
- -’ 
A c Xi+Ac 8i+b C (X:+X:)=C (xi_r,+x,r,). (15) 
Second, 4 ~, A-, b, satisfying 
NA+b 1 Fi-c ri=O (16) 
iVA+b c J--c p;=O (17) 
4 c Xi+Ax Xi+b c (X;+Xf)=C (XiFi+Fi_r,). (18) 
DEFINITION 3. The data set Xi, Y,, i= 1, . . . . N, is said to be coherent if 
x (ri - [)(qi - t) > 0 and either 
1 ((~i-~)(Yi-g)-(~i-~)(yli--))3O (19) 
or 
1 ((xi-i.)(.Yj-j)+ (t,-t)(Vj-4))<0, (20) 
and is said to be incoherent if either or both of C (ci- &vi--- 0 < 0, 
IC (X,-i)(Yi-.?)l < IC ([,-[)(‘I-()[. Here r^=C 5,/n! d=Z’Ii/N. 
Coherent positive refers to (19), coherent negative to (20). 
Coherence is not unrelated to tightness, as the proposition below shows. 
When A is a degenerate interval [a, a] the two notions are coincident. 
Data sets are either tight or widespread, coherent or incoherent. However, 
a tight set may be incoherent, or a coherent set be widespread (as is the 
case in the example above of a widespread set). Tight data sets, whose 
spreads have a positive relationship, are also coherent in the following 
sense: 
PROPOSITION. Let the nondegenerate data set Xi, Yi, i= 1, 2, . . . . N, be 
tight. Suppose also that C (5, - &vi - 0 >, 0. Then the data set is coherent. 
Proof: We show that a tight positive set with the added condition is 
coherent positive. The proof of the other case is identical. For a tight 
positive data set, C((x,-i)(yi-j)-5,qi)>0. Since &c10, and 
C (ti- &vi - 4) = C riqi - N&j, (19) follows at once. 
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Note that an incoherent data set does not have a unique solution of the 
form (12) and a similar caveat to that for widespread data should be 
applied. 
LEMMA 4. For any nondegenerate coherent data set h* 3 b,. 
Proof Substituting 4, A from (13), (14) into (15), or from (16), (17) 
into (18) gives the same coefficient of b in either case, 
and it is easy to derive 
b*=C ((xi-i.)(~i-.C)+ (Ci-t)(Vi-rj))lTf 
and b*-b,=2C(ti--5)(v11-vj)/Tf. 
As in Theorem 2, it is easy to see: 
THEOREM 3. The problem (MI) has a unique solution if the non- 
degenerate data set is coherent. If the data is coherent positive, the least 
squares fit is given by (SZ, ), and if coherent negative by (SZL). 
4. NUMERICAL INPUT/INTERVAL OUTPUT 
Suppose that data pairs xi, Y,, i= 1, . . . . N, are observed, where X~E R is 
non-negative and Yj = [ Yi, Y;]. The affrne function from R to X(R) given 
by 
Y=A +xB, x E R, 
where A = [A, A], B= [B, 81 is to be fitted to the data with respect to 
best D-lit. Solutions are sought in either V+ = {Al + Bx; A EX(R), 
BEE(R)} or V~={A~+BX;AE.X(R), -Beg(R)}. In this model 
‘+?+ , %C represent positive or negative interval-valued trends. Let yj = c( Y,), 
vi = sp( Yi) and consider the problem 
(MR): minimise r(A, B) = 1 D(A + xiB, Y,)2. 
If a solution is sought in W, then the ith summand is 
(A + &Xi - _yJ2 + (A + BXi - F;)2, 
and a similar expression for K. If such solutions exist, the parameters 4, 
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B satisfy a pair of linear equations, and similarly for A, B. These equations 
are the same as arise in regressing Yi against X, and Yj on xi, respectively. 
However, since A, B are intervals, solutions to these equations must be 
compatible with 0 < 4 < 1, 0 ,< B 6 B. This motivates the following 
definition. 
DEFINITION 4. A nondegenerate data set xi, Y,, i= 1, . . . . N, is said to be 
cohesive if 
yi C (xl-i)2>i 1 (Xi-i)(qj-e)>O. 
Note. If C (xi - a)(~; - 4) < 0, a reflection of the explanatory variable 
xi of the data pairs (xi, Y,), in the mean iG, zi= 2C x,, gives 
C (zi - i)(qi - 4) > 0. If this is done and Y = A f zB first fitted to (zi, Y,), 
i= 1 , .a., N, then Y = (A + 2iB) - xB fits the original data set. So it suffices 
to consider only cohesive sets. 
LEMMA 5. Let A, B satisfy the system 
&f-i& A= e-2-B 
B = u/T2, B = u/T2, 
(21) 
where _u=C (~~-a)(j’~-b), U=C (xi-zC)(P,- ?), T2=C (~~-2)~. 
Suppose that the data set is cohesive and nondegenerate. Then 83 R and 
A>A. 
Proof 
B-@=2&-i)(rf,-rj)/T2, 
A-- 4 = 2t7 -i 1 (xi - i)(qi - tj)/T’. 
THEOREM 4. Let the data set x,, Yi, i= 1, . . . . N, be cohesive and non- 
degenerate. If u 2 0, the problem (MR) has a unique solution in V, and no 
solution in %?-, given by (21). If ii < 0, the problem (MR) has a unique solu- 
tion in C and no solution in V+ , given by (21). 
5. DESCRIPTIVE MEASURE OF GOODNESS-OF-FIT 
Preceding sections gave algebraic criteria for unique solutions to least 
squares fitting problems involving interval-valued data. However, unique- 
ness addresses questions about the best fit (in a least squares sense) and 
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says nothing about how good such a fit might be. Any analysis of the 
significance of a least squares lit must involve some assumptions about 
error structures: for example, that the X, are known exactly, and that 
errors in the Y, are Cd. More can be said if further assumptions are made 
concerning the nature of the error distribution. We have to be careful here 
because the Yj are set-valued and observations are thus of random sets. 
Lyashenko [4] has shown that “normally distributed” random sets in R” 
are essentially degenerate in so far as they reduce to normally distributed 
random translates of a fixed set. Indeed, the whole notion of a random set, 
expectations and variance depend upon the Bore1 sets of X(R”) induced by 
various metric topologies (further details may be found in [IO]). 
Notwithstanding these general difficulties, quite a lot can be said, in the 
special case of compact intervals, for the least squares problems of earlier 
sections. Each model can be related to an ordinary least squares (OLS) 
problem or problems. Thus, under suitable assumptions concerning the 
error distribution of the corresponding OLS problem, analogues of the 
sample correlation coefficient r and coefficient of determination rz can be 
defined. 
To see how this may be accomplished, suppose that Y,, X,, i= 1, . . . . N, 
is a tight positive data set, and consider the problem of fitting Y = a + bX. 
Define real numbers z,, w,, i= 1, 2, . . . . 2N, by 
zi= _r,, 1 <i<N, z,= r; rv, N$1<i<2N, 
u’,=x,, 1 <i<N, u’;=xi N, N+ 1 <i62N. 
Then the system (S,) is precisely that of the classical normal equations 
obtained by fitting z = a + bw to zi, u’~, i = 1, . . . . 2N. 
Given this, by assuming zi= a + bw,+ E,, and supposing as a rough 
approximation that the ai are distributed independently with zero expecta- 
tion and a common variance, r2 may be computed in the usual manner. It 
should be emphasised that the si are actually pairwise dependent: since Y, 
is an interval, Yi< Fi and so si, E;+~, i= 1, . . . . iV, are pairwise constrained 
and thus not strictly independent. 
If the data were tight negative, wi is replaced by wr, where 
and (K) is equivalent to the normal equations for fitting to data z,, IV,*, 
i= 1 2 . . . . 2N. Provided the data is tight, -the set- valued problem can be 
related to a well-determined classical OLS problem. Which model depends 
on the positivity or negativity of tightness. 
The model Y= A + bX can be related, albeit a little more artificially, to 
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TABLE I 
_r Y X 8 
2.4 5.6 14.6 27.4 
2.4 3.1 12.0 18.0 
2.8 4.2 12.0 18.0 
1.2 4.8 5.4 12.6 
2.1 3.9 9.6 14.4 
2.1 4.9 12.6 23.4 
1.75 3.25 4.8 7.2 
1.5 3.5 1.2 16.8 
an OLS problem as follows. Suppose the data Y,, Xi, i = 1, . . . . N, are 
coherent positive. Define zi, wi as above, and ui, ui by 
u;= 1, 1 <idN, ui=O, NS 1 <i<2N, 
ui=O, 1 <i<N, II, = 1, N+l<i<2N. 
Then the interval-valued problem Y= A + bX is equivalent to the OLS 
problem of fitting z = Au + Au + hw to the data z,, wi, ui, ui, i= 1, . . . . 2N. 
Similar reasoning is used for the negative coherent case. Cohesive real 
input/interval output models can be treated analogously. 
EXAMPLE 1. The figures of Table I were derived from R. S. Pindyck 
and D. L. Rubinfeld, “Econometric Models and Economic Forecasts,” 
McGraw-Hill, New York, 1976, and involve student grades and family 
income. The original data were “spread” into intervals using random digits, 
the spread being of 20, 30, or 40% according to the digit generated. The 
data are tight positive and values of a = .955, b = .165 calculated from (S, ). 
Coefficient of determination r2 = .631 is interpreted as reducing SSE by 
some 63%. This is the reduction of sum of squares of deviation around the 
“prediction line” of the analogous OLS problem, but is also the reduction 
of SSE in the metric D of X(R). 
EXAMPLE 2. The example of widespread data in Section 3 gives in C,, 
a = .494, b = 1.274, while in C_ , a = 3.617, b = -.288. In C,, for b > 0, the 
value of r* = .97 is highly significant in this admittedly artificial example. 
But in C-, for b < 0, r2 = .049, and we reject the hypothesis that b < 0 on 
the grounds of sheer common sense in the decision-making process. 
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